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Bantam-Perfect Fit Guide

Step One - Footplates
Before the child is in the stander, loosen
the clamps (do not remove) on the
footplates to adjust height (A). The knees
should be slightly lower than the hips (B).
Tighten clamps securely.
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Step Two - Seat Depth/Back Angle
Make adjustments before the child is in
the stander. For easier adjustment,
remove the Shadow Tray and bring seat
up to a slight angle. If you have the
Supine Option, make sure the supine
locking handle is loose.
Loosen the knobs on the seat tube and
the following arm (but do not unscrew
completely).
To adjust to a shorter seat depth
setting, adjust the following arm (back
angle) first, by depressing the spring
button and moving no more than two
holes at a time. Then adjust the seat
tube (seat depth) one hole at a time.
Continue this sequence until you achieve
the desired setting, and the colors on the
seat tube and following arm match (C).
To adjust to a longer seat depth
setting, adjust the seat tube (seat
depth) first by depressing the spring
button and moving only one hole at a
time. Then adjust the following arm (back
angle) no more than two holes at a time.
Continue this sequence until you achieve
the desired setting, and the colors on the
seat tube and following arm match (C).

Tip:
• Position footplate height so the femur is resting on seat.
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Tips:
• Remove Shadow Tray and bring seat up to a slight angle.
• Start with the smaller tube to adjust to a shorter setting.
• Start with the bigger tube to adjust to a longer setting.
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For easier adjustment, use the seat
bracket or the lift assist handle to lift
slightly as the seat depth adjustment is
made (D).

Step Three - Kneepads
Position the user’s hips as close as possible
to stander’s hip pivot (E). To determine
correct positioning, fit two fingers between Tips:
the front of the seat and the back of the
knee (F). Adjust and secure the kneepads • Position child's hips in seat to match stander's hip pivot.
• You should be able to fit only 1-2 fingers behind the knee.
so the knees are centered in the pads.

For more detailed information refer to your owners manual.
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Bantam-Supine Option

Supine Lever

The lever should be flipped up to
use the sit to stand function. The
lever should be flipped down to use
the supine function.

The supine lever is located on the
right side of the unit underneath
the seat.

Supine Locking Handle

Supine
Locking
Handle

The supine locking handle is located
by the hip pivot on the left side of
the unit.

Handle must be loose (but not
removed) for the sit-to-stand
function, and tightened securely for
the supine position.

Foot Pedal

With the locking handle loose,recline
the unit to the flat or desired position.
Tighten the supine locking handle.

The stander is now ready for a
flat-to-load transfer. Depress the foot
pedal (or optional hydraulic pump) to
position the stander at the desired
standing angle.

For more detailed information refer to your owners manual.
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